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	If you want to start using AngularJS for real, this is the book you need. Its down-to-earth practical approach will quickly teach you all you need to know about dependency injection utilizing this versatile framework.


	Overview

	
		Understand the concept of dependency injection
	
		Isolate units of code during testing JavaScript using Jasmine
	
		Create reusable components in AngularJS



	In Detail


	Dependency injection facilitates better testing by allowing us to mock dependencies in testing environments so that we only test one thing at a time. It also enables us to write more maintainable code by decoupling our objects from their implementations. The motivation for using it in AngularJS is to make it easier to transparently load mocked objects in tests.


	This book is a practical manual to get you started on dependency injection. It will also take you along the road to creating testable and reusable code. Ensuring productivity and stability are the two most important things that you will learn.


	"Dependency Injection with AngularJS" will introduce you to AngularJS using a simple sample project. By portraying different ways of developing code modules, it will show you the advantages of dependency injection. This will lead to the ability to create reusable components that can easily be tested.


	


	You will learn everything you need to know how to use dependency injection with AngularJS.


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Create reusable components propelled by the independence of components from each other
	
		Run tests on real browsers using the Karma test runner
	
		Set up Jasmine BDD testing
	
		Set up and install AngularJS
	
		Change coupled code to loosely coupled injected dependencies
	
		Create integration tests using Protractor
	
		Organize large applications using dependency injection



	Approach


	This book is a practical, hands-on approach to using dependency injection and implementing test-driven development using AngularJS.


	Who this book is written for


	Dependency Injection with AngularJS is aimed at developers who are aware of AngularJS but need to get started with using it in real life applications. Also, developers who want to get into test-driven development with AngularJS can use this book as practical guide. Even if you know about dependency injection, it can serve as a good reference on how it is used within AngularJS. Readers are expected to have some experience with JavaScript.
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Continuous Delivery with Visual Studio ALM  2015Apress, 2015

	This book is the authoritative source on implementing Continuous Delivery practices using Microsoft’s Visual Studio and TFS 2015. Microsoft MVP authors Mathias Olausson and Jakob Ehn translate the theory behind this methodology and show step by step how to implement Continuous Delivery in a real world environment.
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Encyclopedia of Addictions [2 volumes]Greenwood Press, 2008

	This two volume set contains frank and factual information about symptoms, causes, effects, prevention, and treatment of substance abuse—alcohol, nicotine, and drugs—and of behavioral addictions such as eating disorders, pathological gambling, and compulsive sexual activity. Including the most up-to-date research, the addiction...
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Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 in 24 HoursSams Publishing, 2003
For readers who are new to Outlook 11 and want to get up and running quickly, Sams Teach Yourself Microsoft Outlook 11 in 24 Hours will do the trick. This book includes shortcuts and ways to accomplish the most common tasks in Outlook. Readers are able to work at their own pace through the easily digestible, one-hour lessons. After completing...
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SAP BusinessObjects Dashboards 4.0 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2011

	The original (and key) innovation of Dashboard Design was to bring together the flexibility, power and ubiquity of Excel with the visualization of Flash. This meant that a whole new group of people (basically anyone who understood Excel formulas) could produce sophisticated Flash animations. Over the years, this has led to an incredible array...
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Test Driven Development in Ruby: A Practical Introduction to TDD Using Problem and Solution Domain AnalysisApress, 2017

	Learn the basics of test driven development (TDD) using Ruby. You will carry out problem domain analysis, solution domain analysis, designing test cases, and writing tests first. These fundamental concepts will give you a solid TDD foundation to build upon. Test Driven Development in Ruby is written by a developer for...
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Wireless Communication Systems: Advanced Techniques for Signal ReceptionPrentice Hall, 2003
A unified framework for using today's most advanced signal processing techniques

Driven by the rapidly escalating capacity demands of emerging wireless systems, researchers havedeveloped a wide array of novel signal processing techniques for use in such systems. Now, twoleading researchers synthesize the field's vast new...
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